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Abstract

High sensitivity methods for detection and speciation of complexed
transuranium ions in synthetic basalt groundwater, and simplified analogs,
are being developed which exploit advances in pulsed laser technology. The
first demonstration of high sensitivity detection of a transuranium ion at
temperatures significantly above ambient is reported using laser photoacoustic
spectroscopy (LPAS). The existence of enhanced LPAS signal amplitudes with
increasing temperature in aqueous solution is confirmed in LPAS spectra
recorded at 30 C, 60 C and 90 C using micromolar concentrations of ^
A detection sensitivity of 8.5 parts per trillion (weight basis) of ^^^Cm^+ in a
simplified basalt groundwater at 22 C has been achieved using laser-induced
fluorescence spectroscopy (LIF). This corresponds to 1 x 10® Cm^+ ions in the
laser beam. The detailed spectroscopic information obtained by this method
points to the existence of previously unobserved Cm^+ species. A brief
assessment of the applicability and sensitivity of LPAS and LIF methods for
speciating transuranium ions in near-neutral pH aqueous solution, such as the
groundwater expected in a basalt nuclear waste repository, is presented.
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Introduction

Studies of transuranium ions in synthetic basalt groundwater, or simplified
analogs thereof, have been carried out using the complementary techniques of
pulsed laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) and laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF). These studies have been undertaken to support the Basalt V/aste
Isolation Project of the US. Department of Energy and to further fundamental
understanding of the chemical and physical behavior of transuranic ions in
aqueous solution. The suitability of these techniques for the speciation of
trace level complexed radionuclide ions in solutions typical of those expected
in a basalt repository is being investigated. The expected groundwater is
essentially a dilute (circa 0.01 M) NaCI solution with lesser, but potentially
significant, amounts of carbonate, fluoride and sulfate as complex ing anions as
well as other cations such as Ca2+. The composition of a representative
synthetic basalt groundwater, designated GR-4, has been reported by Doxtader
et al [1]. The solution conditions expected to be encountered in a basalt
repository during the controlled release period include pH values from 6 to 10
(reducing conditions) and temperatures of 50 C to in excess of 150 C.

This work builds on the LPAS studies carried out by Patel and Tam[2] who
first demonstrated high LPAS sensitivity in aqueous solution using microsecond
excitation[3] and on actinide LPAS studies carried out by Schrepp, Stumpe,
Kim and co-workers[4,5,6,7] who demonstrated high LPAS sensitivity at
ambient temperature using nanosecond excitation. A significant advance
reported here is achievement of high LPAS sensitivity at 90 C in carrying out
speciation studies of Am^+ in a carbonate solution. While the majority of
actinide species likely to occur in groundwater in a nuclear waste repository
site are expected to be nearly non-luminescent and, therefore, poor candidates
for detection via LIF, LIF has the potential to be a more sensitive method than
LPAS for detection and speciation of complexes of uranyl, Cm^+ and, possibly,
Am^+. The work we report here shows that LIF is the better method for detection
and speciation of Cm^+.

Speciation of actinide elements and their complexes in synthetic groundwater
via LPAS or LIF relies on the characteristic f-f absorption bands of actinide
ions. Carnail[8] and Carnall and Crosswhite[9] have reviewed actinide ion
spectroscopy and Newton and SullivanliO] have reviewed the properties of
actinide carbonato complexes including their spectra. The f-f bands of
actinides typically are narrow, but weak and, in most cases, are altered in
position and shape on complexation. Pulsed LPAS relies on non-radiative decay
of the initially excited electronic state (and all lower lying electronic
states coupled to it) to be fast compared to the acoustic transit time across
the laser beam cross-section in the sample cell. In some cases, notably uranyl
and Cm3+, non-radiative decay can be sufficiently slow that not all of the
absorbed laser light is converted into thermal motion of the solvent in a time
short compared to the acoustic transit time. In such cases, LIF detection
provides extremely high detection sensitivity and so complements LPAS studies.



Beitz and Hessler[11] have reviewed likely actinide detection limits using
LIF. The general field of the identification of oxidation states of ultre-trace
elements by radiation detection was recently reviewed by Guillaumont,
Chevallier, and Adloff[12].

Experimental apparatus and methods

The LPAS apparatus used in this work has been described previously [1]
Briefly, a pulsed dye laser (Lambda Physik PL3002 dye laser pumped by an EMG
201 MSC 308 nm XeCI excimer laser) is used as an excitation source. Its beam
impinges on a sample solution contained in a thermostated quartz sample
cuvette. A piezoelectric transducer (PZT) in acoustic contact with the sample
cell is used to measure the amplitude of the resulting acoustic wave. A 1 cm
diameter by 61 cm long quartz rod provides both acoustic contact and thermal
isolation between the sample cell and the PZT. The output of the PZT, after
preamplification and high and low pass filtering, is fed to a differential
amplifier connected to a boxcar integrator. The gate of the boxcar is centered on
one of the first maxima in the PZT response waveform and the boxcar is used to
signal average the PZT response for a few laser pulses to several thousand
laser pulses. The dye laser energy is simultaneously recorded using a second
boxcar. The outputs of both boxcars are digitized and recorded on a computer.
The PZT response is divided by the laser energy value to obtain a normalized
PZT response. The reported LPAS spectra are the result of subtracting out the
normalized response from a solution containing only 1.00 M Na2CC>3 from the
normalized PZT response from Arrr+ in 1.00 M Na2CO3 solutions. The dye laser
energy used (typically 3 mj/pulse) was below that at which saturation
of the normalized PZT response was observed in Am^+ solutions.

Sample solutions were prepared using analytical reagent grade inorganic
chemicals and triply distilled water [13]. The 2 4 1Am used in this work was
radiochemically characterized so that it could ba assayed using liquid
scintillation counting. All carbonate containing solutions were stored in
preconditioned polypropylene bottles. A stock solution of 1.00 M Na2CC>3 was
prepared and used for preparation of Am-containing solutions. An aliquot of a
stock solution of 2 4 'Am in nitric acid was taken to dryness by gentle heating
and the required amount of sodium carbonate stock added to it to create a
solution of 1 x 10~3 M (nominal) Am^+ concentration. This Am in 1.00 M Na2CC>3
stock solution together with the 1.00 M Na2CC>3 stock solution were used to
prepare more dilute solutions.

The Am content of the resulting solutions were measured by liquid scintillation
counting both before and after filtration through an 0.2 micron Microgon
DynaGard syringe filter. Tests based on building histograms from observed LPAS
response for each laser shot identified the Microgon DynaGard filter as
superior to other syringe filters tested In minimizing interference from
suspended particulate matter. The filtrate was used to fill high quality quartz
fluorimeter cells (1 x 1 cm Hellma QS) equipped with quartz tubulation. The
tubulation was sealed using a molded fluorocarbon fitting (Galtek SU8MN). This



provided a seal which on non-radioactive test cells was found to be vacuum leak
tight (leak rate less than 1 x 10~9 std. cm3 of He per second). A dual temperature
zone LPAS cell holder was used to keep the tubulation at a higher temperature
than the lower section containing the liquid solution to eliminate condensation
and any resultant change in solute concentration.

LIF studies of Cm3 + were carried out in a simplified basalt groundwater (SBGW)
and in 0.10 M HCIO4. The SBGW solution consisted of 0.01 M NaCI at pH 7.5. The
2 4 4 Cm used had recently been separated from its decay daughter, ^4^Pu, as was
verified by alpha pulse height analysis. The Cm3+ in SBGW solution was prepared
from a stock solution of 2 4 4Cm in 0.1 M HCI. An aliquot of the Cm stock
solution was taken to dryness in a borosilicate glass vial using gentle heating
and a stream of dry nitrogen gas. An aliquot of water was added and the solution
was taken to dryness a second time. An aliquot of 0.01 M NaCI was added and the
vial was gently agitated to bring the Cm into solution. Nitrogen gas was
bubbled through the solution to remove any remaining CO2. The pH of the purged
solution was measured (Beckman model PHI 71 pH meter equipped with a Ross
combination electrode) and found to be 7.48 +/- 0.02. The purged solution was
immediately transferred into a nitrogen gas purged fluorescence sample cell
(Hellma OS 1 x 1 cm fluorimeter cell equipped with a Corning Rotoflow
fluorocarbon plug high vacuum stopcock). The Cm content of this solution was
found to be 325 +/- 33 parts per trillion (ppt) on a weight basis. We report
the Cm content of this solution on a weight basis due to uncertainty as to Cm3 +

species (mononuclear or polynuclear) actually present in it The 1.63 x 10" ' M
(393 ppt) Cm3 + in 0.10 M HCIO4 solution was prepared by adding an aliquot of
the Cm stock solution to a borosilicate glass vial. An aliquot of 0.10 M HCIO4
was added and the vial was gently agitated. The solution was then transferred
into a clean fluorescence sample cell.

The apparatus used for fluorescence excitation is similar to one used
previously for LIF studies of aquo An3 + ions[ 14,151 Currently, f/1 light
collection is used and the fluorescence light is analyzed using a circular
variable interference filter (CVF) driven by a stepper motor. The CVF, an OCLI
model VC180-017, provides circa 2% wavelength resolution. Fluorescence light
is detected using an uncooled photomultiplier with a gallium arsenide
photocathode (RCA 31034). A series of low fluorescence optical filters (Schott
KV series) together with a potassium chromate solution filter minimized the
effect of Rayteigh and Raman scattered laser light The amplitude of the
initial spike due to the remaining scattered light was reduced using diode
clipping. A transient digitizer (LeCroy TR8818) under the control of a DEC
11/23+ minicomputer was used to measure fluorescence lifetimes. Fluorescence
excitation and emission spectra were recorded using a gat ;cJ boxcar integrator
and a second boxcar was used to monitor dye laser energy. The boxcar outputs
were digitized and stored on a computer. The fluorescence excitation spectra
shown are the result of dividing the phototube signal by the laser power. Each
point in the excitation spectra was divided by the corresponding laser
wavelength to correct for having monitored laser energy (joules of light)
instead of the number of incident photons. The sample temperature was 22 +/- 1 C.



Laser photoacoustic spectroscopy studies of Am3* in carbonate solution

Primary emphasis in our LPAS studies has been on establishing the sensitivity
of the technique for speciating actinides at temperatures significantly above
ambient This work has emphasized studies of Am3 + since it has a favorable
absorption band[16] near the minimum absorbance wavelength of water. Am3 +

also has a J-0 ground state and its next higher lying state is a J-1 state at
about 2200 cm~1[17l Due to the comparatively simple energy level structure
of Am3+, little change is expected in the f-f absorption spectra of its
complexes with temperature although the relative amounts of each complex will,
in general, be a function of temperature.

Studies were carried out primarily in 1.00 M Na2CC>3 to minimize changes
in Am speciation with temperature and to enable a wide range of Am
concentrations to be studied. Figure 1 shows a comparison of LPAS absorption
spectra recorded using 2.5 x 10"6 M Am3 + in 1.00 M Na2CO3 at sample
temperatures of 30 C, 60 C, and 90 C. As expected, there is little change in
the band shape. There is, however, a distinct overall increase in PZT response
per unit incident laser energy. An enhancement of LPAS signal size per unit
incident laser energy with increasing temperature in aqueous solution is
expected from the LPAS theory of Nelson and Patel[18]. Their theory predicts
the following relationship:

BvEa
V a - K x (1)

CP

where Va is the output voltage of the acoustic transducer, K is a
constant for a given apparatus, B is the isobaric compressibility of water,
v is the velocity of sound in water, E is the laser pulse energy, a is the
absorption coefficient of the solution at the laser wavelength, and Cp is the
isobaric heat capacity per gram of solution. The above equation is expected
to hold for a laser beam diameter of a few millimeters, a transducer response
time comparable to the acoustic transit time, and a weakly absorbing sample
solution. All of these conditions are met in our experiments. Using literature
values for B[19], v[20] and Cp[21] in Eqn 1, results in the expectation
that at constant Ea (i.e. per unit absorbed laser energy), the LPAS enhancement
relative to 30 C will be 1.77 at 60 C and 2.34 at 90 C. The observed
enhancement of the 50 7.6 nm peak of Am3"1" in 1.00 M Na2CO3 shown in Figure 1,
relative to 30 C, is 1.21 at 60 C and 1.46 at 90 C. The observed enhancement of
the 507.6 nm band of Am3+, based on band areas relative to the 30 C
spectrum, is 1.29 at 60 C and 1.66 at 90 C. Comparing enhancements based on
peak height versus peak area confirms there is only a small change in band shape.

The precise reason for the difference between the observed enhancements
relative to those expected from theory is not understood at present In
similar temperature dependent LPAS studies of Ho3+ in HCIO4 in the 470 to 490



nm region, we observed different enhancements for different Ho3+ absorption
bands even though no significant changes in peak height were observed when the
absorption spectrum of a similar Ho3+ solution was recorded as a function of
temperature over the same range using a Cary 17H spectrometer. This suggests
that the photophysics (energy transfer and relaxation rates) of the absorber
may be a contributing factor. It should be noted, however, that the only
previous test of aqueous solution LPAS enhancement with temperature, which
is implicit in Nelson and Patel's theory! 181 is Tarn and Patel's study[3]
of the optical absorbance of water. Tarn and Patel measured the influence of
temperature on the observed LPAS signal at 16,400 cm"1 and found fairly good
agreement with Eqn 1. This is somewhat surprising since their transducer was
evidently in good thermal contact with their sample and they do not report
correcting for the influence of temperature on their transducer.

The concentration of Am3 + in 1.00 M Na2CC>3 was varied to establish the LPAS
detection sensitivity of our apparatus at 90 C The LPAS spectrum of
1.2 x 10~7 M Am3* in 1.00 M Na2CO3 in the 495 nm to 525 nm region was measured
at 90 C using 3 mj per laser pulse and averaging 300 laser pulses. Dividing the
observed PZT signal per unit incident energy at the Am3 + absorption peak at
507.6 nm by the standard deviation of the baseline noise at 496 nm results in a
calculated detection limit (S/N - 1) of 6 x 10~9 M Am3+. Using Hobart et al's
value[ 16] for the molar absorbance of Am3 + in carbonate media, this
corresponds to a detection limit of 1.4 x 10~° absorbance units per cm of
optical pathlength through the sample at 90 C.

LPAS studies of Am3 + above ambient temperature are continuing to be pursued
using solutions which more nearly approximate the groundwater conditions near
a nuclear waste repository sited in basalt rock (i.e. lower carbonate
concentrations and in SBGW).

Laser-induced fluorescence studies of Cm*1" in simplified basalt groundwater

Laser-induced fluorescence is a powerful method of detecting luminescent
species and, as such, complements LPAS which, in general, will underestimate
the concentration of luminescent species. LIF studies of the transuranium
elements Am[22], Cm[11j, Bk[14l. and Es[15] in solution as aquo 3+ ions
have been reported. Of these species, the highest LIF sensitivity is expected
for Cm3+. Yusov and co-workers have reported a Cm3 + detection limit of 10~1 0 M
for Cm3 + extracted into an organic phase which enhances Cm3 +

fluorescence[23l Beitz and Hessler[11] estimated that as little as 3 x 10~1 3 M
of Cm3 + should be Hstectable in aqueous solution via LIF using the A to Z
transition of Cm3 + and time-correlated single photon counting. Using 10 mW
average laser power and a less sensitive analog detection method, we now have
measured a detection limit (S/N - 1) of 1.8 x 10~1 1 M for Cm3 + in 0.10 M HCIO4
and 8.5 parts per trillion (weight basis) for Cm3 + in SBGW.

The fluorescence excitation spectra of Cm3 + shown in Figure 2 were acquired
using a maximum dye laser energy of 0.75 mj per pulse. The effective



wavelength resolution is 0.116 nm and there were 170 laser pulses per
resolution element For comparison purposes, the two excitation spectra were
scaled such that their peak heights were equal and their baselines at 403 nm
were equal. It is evident that Cm3+ in SBGW absorbs in u band which is shifted
to longer wavelength and is broader than that of aquo Cm3+. The molar
absorbance at the peak of the F band of aquo Cm3 + is 55.2 M~1 cm"1 [24].
There are no previous reports of the absorption spectrum of Cm3 + in near-
neutral pH aqueous solution. The excitation spectrum of Cm3 + in SBGW shown in
Figure 2 provides evidence that most of the Cm^+ is no longer present as the
aquo ion. The nearest equivalent An3 + ion for which a body of solubility data
exists is Am3+. Our finding that Cm3+ in 0.01 M NaCI at pH 7.5 is not predominantly
present as aquo Cm3 + is consistent with the distribution of Am3 + hydrolysis
products at pH 7.5 reported by Kim et al[25] in which Am(0H)^+ is the predominant
species. It is at variance with concentrations of Am solution species calculated
by Silva[26] for carbonate-free solution at pH 7.5 (ionic strength 0.1 M) in which
aquo Am3 + is given as the predominant species. It is likely that Cm3 + in SBGW is
primarily present as hydroxo species such as Cm(0H)2+ or Cm(0H)21+.

Measurements of the fluorescence decay rate of the A state of Cm3 + were
carried out via excitation of its F state[24l Laser excitation at 397.7 nm
allows most 1st and 2d Stokes spontaneous Raman scattered laser light to be
removed by the optical filters used. The fluorescence wavelength range
monitored was 591 nm to 603 nm (FWHM). Add-to-memory signal averaging of the
output of the transient recorder was carried out for 2048 1 mj laser pulses
with a dwell time of 320 ns per transient recorder channel. The data for the
two Cm solutions have been scaled for comparison purposes so that the initial
fluorescence intensities were equal to 100. The upper solid line trace is the
observed data for Cm3 + in SBGW and the lower solid line trace is the observed
data for aquo Cm3 + in 0.10 M HCIO4. The dashed line through each of the solid
line traces is the result of fitting a single sxponential decay model to the
observed data. The observed fluorescence lifetime of aquo Cm3* in 0.10 M HCIO4
is 68 +/- 3 microseconds in good agreement with the earlier value of 65 +/- 2
microseconds reported by Beitz and Hessler[11].

Fitting the fluorescence decay of Cm3+ in SBGW (Figure 3) to a single
exponential decay model results in a calculated lifetime of 84 +/- 3
microseconds, but a residuals plot shows that the observed data deviate
systematically from a single exponential decay. Better residuals agreement is
found carrying out a non-linear least fit to a double exponential decay model.
The best fit is obtained for 0.32 of the fluorescence intensity arising from a
species with a 16.4 +/- 6.6 microsecond lifetime and 0.68 of the fluorescence
decay arising from a species with a fluorescence lifetime of 92 +/- 2.6
microsecond. This provides evidence that there is more than one Cm3 + species
in the SBGW solution. Additional studies, including systematic variation of
[OH~L will be required to identify the actual Cm3* species present

The fluorescence emission spectrum (not shown) of each of the two Cm3 +

solutions was recorded in the 560 nm to 640 nm region (Cm3+ A state emission)



at low resolution using the CVF system because of the comparatively low
fluorescence light levels. The only difference in the emission spectra was that the
band from aquo Cm3 + in 0.10 M HCIO4 peaked at 593 nm and that from Cm3 +

in SBGW peaked at 596 nm. The observed FWHM of the Cm3 + emission peak in both
cases was 15 nm which is only a little larger than the measured 12 nm FWHM
resolution of the circular variable filter. This indicates that the true width
of the Cm3 + emission band in either solution is less than 12 nm in good
agreement with Beitz and Hessler's earlier reportlH] that aquo Cm3 + A state
emission resulting from G state excitation peaked at 593 nm in a 8 nm FWHM
band. There are no previous reports of the emission spectrum of Cm3 + in
near-neutral pH aqueous solution against which to compare our observations.

The Cm3 + detection limit (S/N - 1) of our present LIF apparatus using 2048 1
mJ laser pulses is obtained from the fluorescence decay data shown in Figure
3. The signal-to-noise ratio for that data was calculated by integrating the
fluorescence signal during its decay to 0.5 of its initial value and dividing
by the RMS baseline noise integrated over the same number of microseconds.
Dividing the Cm3 + concentration used for the fluorescence decay measurement by
this observed signal-to-noise ratio gives the concentration of Cm3 + at which
S/N - 1. The resulting detection limits are 1.8 x 10~11 M for aquo Cm3 + and 8.5 ppt
for Cm3 + in SBGW. Taking the cross-sectional area of the laser beam into

ft ^ J .account, this corresponds to a detection limit of 1 x 10° Cm0"1" ions in the
laser beam for the Cm3 + in SBGW solution.

Assessment of the applicability of LPAS and LIF techniques to speciation
of trace levels of complexed transuranic ions in basalt groundwater

By combining LPAS and LIF techniques, the best possible sensitivities can be
obtained in speciating actinides in synthetic basalt groundwater such as
GR-4. It is of significance that LPAS signal amplitude has been shown to
increase with increasing sample temperature since temperatures from 50 C to
in excess of 150 C are expected in basalt repositories. Much experimental work
remains to be carried out, however, before a full library of reference optical
absorbance spectra is available to facilitate accurate and complete speciation
of transuranic ions in groundwater.

Accurate assessment of likely LPAS detection limits is hampered by the lack of
any reference spectra for most of the actinide complexes which potentially may
occur in basalt groundwater. Only at high carbonate concentration is there
an appreciable body of spectral information (see work cited by Newton and
Sullivan[10l). There are, in general, several possible mononuclear complexes
(i.e. metal-anion ratios of 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, etc) for actinides in solution
with carbonate, fluoride, hydroxide and sulfate ions. Since basalt ground-
water is a mixture of these complexing anions, there may also be at least some
mixed anion complexes such as Am(0H)F1+ or Pu(OH)CO31+. Particularly in the
case of 4+ metal ions, there is considerable potential for polymer formation
if an appreciable local concentration of the metal ion occurs during



dissolution of the waste form. Almost nothing is known about such polynuclear
metal complexes when they contain only a few metal ions per complex. Based on
an LPAS sensitivity of 1.4 x 10~® absorbance units per cm using 300 laser
pulses, each of 3 m j energy, we expect the following detection limits (S/N-1):
6 x 10" 9 M Am 3 + , 1 x 10" 8 M Pu 4* 4 x 10~8 M PuO2

1 + and
2 x 10~® M PuO2^+ for the actinide as the carbonate species present Sn reported
spectra[27,i6] taken at high carbonate concentration. )f, as we anticipate,
full dye laser energy can be used without saturating the normalized LPAS response
from Pu oxidation states, then detection limits of 3 x 10~1 0 M Pu4 + , 1.2 x 10~9 M
PuO21+ and 6 x 10~1 0 M PuO22+ will be reached using 2048 laser pulses.
Determination of the transuranic species actually present in a groundwater
solution, i.e. speciation, will require at least 10 to 20 times higher metal
ion concentrations.

The work we report here has demonstrated an LIF detection limit of 8.5 ppt
for Cm 3 + in a simplified basalt groundwater using our present apparatus.
Using a picosecond excitation source, a cooled, gated, photomultiplier and
photon counting techniques, it is likely that as little as 0.08 ppt Cm 3 + can
be detected using LIF. Detection of as little as 1 x 10~1^ M Am 3 + should also
be possible under such conditions in synthetic groundwater solutions at
ambient temperatures. Once again, metal ion concentrations at least 10 to 20
times above the detection limit will be needed to carry out speciation. Little
is known about the temperature dependence of the non-radiative decay rates of
the fluorescing states of Am 3 + or Cm3+ , but some loss in detection sensitivity
is likely to occur at elevated temperatures. Given what is known about the
energy level structure of Pu oxidation states[8,9l LIF probably wil! not
prove to be a high sensitivity detection method for Pu.

Conclusions

High LPAS sensitivity for transuranic ion speciation in solution has been
demonstrated for the first time at temperatures significantly above ambient
Our studies of Am 3 + at micromolar concentrations in 1.00 M Na2CO3 at 30, 60 and
90 C have demonstrated the existence of enhanced LPAS signal amplitudes with
increasing temperature. LPAS is the technique of choice for speciating 4+, 5+
and 6+ oxidation states of transuranic elements with detection limits for Pu
oxidation states in the 10~9 M to 10~1 0 M range likely to be achieved.

Laser-induced fluorescence has been shown to be a necessary complement to LPAS
studies of transuranic ion speciation in solution. A detection limit of
8.5 ppt for Cm 3 + at ambient temperature in a simplified groundwater has
been established using laser-induced fluorescence and spectral evidence
obtained that previously unobserved Cm 3 + species are present in this solution.
The detection sensitivity of this technique is expected to make detailed
speciation studies of Cm 3 + feasible under all solution conditions expected to
be encountered in a basalt nuclear waste repository. Application of
state-of-the-art picosecond laser excitation may result in LIF detection limits
for Am 3 + which are superior to those attainable with LPAS
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Figure captions

Figure 1.

Laser photoacoustic spectra of 2.5 x 10" 6 M 2 4 1 A m 3 + in 1.00 M Na2CO3 at 30 C,
60 C, and 90 C. The enhanced signal intensity with increasing temperature is
attributed primarily to an increase in the photoacoustic response per unit
absorbed laser energy. The spectra were recorded using 3 m j per laser pulse.

Figure 2.

Fluorescence excitation spectra of 325 ppt 2 4 4 C m 3 + in a simplified basalt
groundwater (0.01 M NaCI, pH - 7.5), shown as a solid line, and 1.63 x 10~9 M
(398 ppt) 2A4Cm3+ in 0.10 M HCIO4, shown as a dashed line. The peaks correspond
to the F state[24] of Cm3+ . The shift in peak position and increased
bandwidth evident for Cm 3 + in simplified basalt groundwater are attributed to
formation of one or more Cm 3 + hydroxo complexes. For comparison purposes, the
spectra were scaled to have identical amplitudes. In both cases, Cm 3 + A state
fluorescence was monitored.

Figure 3.

Fluorescence intensity versus time following pulsed laser excitation at 397.7
nm for 325 ppt 2 4 4 C m 3 + in simplified groundwater (upper solid line trace) and
1.63 x 10~9 M (398 ppt) 2 4 4 C m 3 + in 0.10 M HCIO4 (lower solid line trace).
Changes in fluorescence decay rates occur due to alteration of the inner
coordination sphere of Cm 3 + and are, therefore, indicative of formation of new
Cm3 + species in simplified basalt groundwater. Tha dashed lines through sach
solid line trace are the result of fitting the observed data to a single
exponential decay model. For comparison purposes each data set was scaled to an
initial intensity of 100. In both cases, Cm 3 + A state fluorescence was
monitored.
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